REGULATION
on the Organization of Refereeing
at the Guard of Order International Сontest
I. General Provisions
1. This Regulation shall determine the order of relations among referees,
their rights, duties and other issues relating to referee activity during the contest.
2. The official languages of the Contest are the Russian and English
languages. On the territory of the co-organizer state the national language is the
official language.
3. Refereeing is carried out by the Panel of Judges in accordance with the
Regulation on the Contest.
The composition of the Panel of Judges of the Contest:
Senior Judge of the Contest;
Deputy Senior Judge of the Contest;
Secretary of the Panel of Judges;
Interpreters (if necessary);
Referee on the Route – 4 persons;
Senior Referee at the Shooting Range;
Refereeat the Shooting Range;
Referee-Expert – 2 persons (if necessary);
Field Referee for each stage– 4 persons.;
Reserve Field Referee;
Referee-Announcer;
Referee-Timekeeper;
Referee-Starter.
The Panel of Judges also shall include specialists from military units and
formations that provide military service (upon agreement).
The personnel of the Panel of Judges and Contest Administration shall be
approved by the Deputy Head of the Main Military Police Department of the
Russian Ministry of Defense upon submission of the Chief of the Contest not later
than two days prior to the Contest commencement.
4. In case of referee lack for any reasons related to the peculiarity of the
route of individual or team races, an increase in the composition of the Panel of
Judges is permitted.
5. The Panel of Judges shall also include a coach or a technical worker from
a Participating Team. Upon the application of the Participating team the Panel of
judges may include a specialist (a serviceman who has an appropriate education or
military qualification) who has arrived as part of delegation (operation group) with
team.
Chiefs of Participating Teams cannot sit in the Panel of Judges.
If in view of special circumstances a Team Chief has to participate in
refereeing (in case of referee lack), he shall only have consultative role without
right to make decisions on protests.
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6. The Panel of Judges of the Contest is headed by the senior Judge of the
Contest. Other Panels of Judges cannot be established. The organizer (coorganizer) of the Contest can neither influence the decisions of the Panel of Judges
and nor participate in its work.
The Senior Judge of the Contest is appointed by the authorities of the Host
Nation Defense Ministry.
7. Refereeing principles:
impartiality;
publicity;
democratic character;
assessment equal treatment;
cooperation;
objectivity;
fairness;
tolerance;
openness.
8. The number of judges shall be uneven. The interpreters do not have
voting right.
9. Tasks of the Panel of Judges:
ensuring the planned course of the contest in accordance with the approved
program;
creation of objectively equal conditions ensuring fair conduct of the contest
by the contest participants, as well as observance of ethical norms and moral
requirements imposed on them;
fulfillment of the conditions of the contest program and the procedure for
determining individual (team) results;
full compliance with the rules of the contest and established security
requirements;
ensuring objectivity in determining the winners;
determination of the winners of the contest competition and the contest in
whole on the basis of the results obtained, approved by the chief referee of the
contest after an open vote by a majority of the Panel of Judges votes.
consideration of protests (appeals) on the order and rules of the contest or
the results of their participants.
10. The Panel of Judges has the right to demand from the Contest
organizer (co-organizer) the creation of objective and equal conditions in
competitions for all team members. The decision of the Panel of Judges on the
creation of objective and equal conditions in the Contest is mandatory for the
organizer (co-organizer) responsible for conducting this contest.
This Regulation is verified in writing by representatives of the Contest
Participating States, thereby confirming their consent for unconditional leadership
of the rules unified for all contest participants.
Amendments to this Regulation may be made by a decision of the refereeing
commission of the contest after an open vote with a majority of votes.
11. The Senior Judge of the Contest shall chair the briefings of the Panel of
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Judges that shall settle the following:
daily rules and procedures for the Panel of Judges;
general procedure of determining the participant and team ratings, dealing
with dispute matters, received from the Contest venues and decision making.
issues of interaction with the Army Panel of Judges and media
representatives.
12. Not later than two days prior to the Contest commencement the Panel of
Judges shall do the following:
check readiness of the teams, weapons, vehicles and equipment. The
received information shall be documented in a protocol;
if necessary conduct briefing with media representatives, where shall inform
them on the Contest program and other issues.
II. Duties of the Members of the Panel of Judges
13. Senior Judge of the Contest is subordinated to the Senior Judge of the
Games and heads the work of the entire Contest Panel of Judges
He shall:
know the Regulation on the contest and the Regulation on the Panel of
Judges;
head the work of the Panel of Judges;
approve the duties of the officials of the Panel of Judges on presentation by
the Deputy Senior Judge of the Contest and monitor its implementation;
conduct briefings with the Panel of Judges, give instructions on the main
issues of refereeing before the start of the Contest and if necessary;
know the program of the Contest and daily schedule, monitor its
implementation;
control the readiness of route obstacles of the military-technical relay race
and other venues of the Contest, places for trials and shooting, specially equipped
grounds, facilities for the work of the Panel, readiness of equipment, inventory and
weapons, the availability of award material, and approve the act acceptance of all
the facilities of the contest.
notify timely the Team Chiefs of the Contest about all changes in the
Contest and explain the reasons;

hold meetings to summarize the results of the competitions and to approve
the overall results of the Contest, check the correctness of the team and individual
results;
wear judge sleeve insignia (band) with the Contest emblem;
together with members of the Panel of Judges and appropriate specialists
check the conditions of the equipment (tracks), recorders, special equipment and its
readiness for the competitions, readiness of the Field Referees, as well as condition
of weapons, vehicles and ammunition, presence of technical certificates before the
beginning of the Contest
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conduct safety briefing with all Contest participants;
head Credentials Committee and conduct participants review, during which
he checks their IDs against name lists, presented by the team Chiefs in the
applications, their knowledge of Contest Regulation, as well as their equipment;
conduct drawing;
consider applications and protests and personally submit it for the discussion
of the Panel of Judges;
approve the results of the competition and the Contest, as well as the list of
participants of the Contest with final protocols and report (submit) it to the Senior
Judge;
not allow the team to compete in case of violation of the provisions of the
Regulation on the Contest;
investigate violations of security requirements immediately, to take
measures to prevent them together with the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Troop
Service Administration;
bring the results of the competition to media representatives and the public.
Senior Judge personally approves the decision on each application and
protest of the Panel of Judges on the merits of the matter.
Senior Judge is responsible for the organization of the refereeing and the
quality of the work of the Panel of Judges. The evaluation of the judges’ work is
given at the final meeting.
Senior Judge has right to do the following:
not to alow participants to take part in the Contest if their participation
contradicts the Regilation;
personnaly consider protests and make legitimate decisions on them;
stop the competition (challenge), if there are conditions that prevent it from
being carried out, as well as the preconditions for violation of security
requirements;
move referees in the course of the contest, if necessary,;
remove referees from the refereeing who committed rough errors,
unbalanced refereeing, or who do not cope with the performance of the duties
assigned to them;
sideline participants (teams) who has broken the rules of conduct of
provisions of the Regulation, as well as who is not trained well and if ther
particpants endanger their health and safety;
to cancel decisions of referees, which contradicts the Regulation;
run routine and sudden inspections of weapons and vehicles.
14. Deputy Senior Judge of the Contest is subordinated to the Senior
Judge of the Contest.
He shall:
follow the instructions of the Senior Judge of the contest, and in his absence,
perform his duties;
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
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check the compliance of the elements of the trials performed to the
requirements of the guidelines and the Regulation on the Contest;
check the readiness of the training places before the beginning of each
competition;
inform the entire personnel of the units on ceasefire signals during the
shooting exercises and signals to stop the trials;
in case of violations of security requirements, immediately stop the
execution of the trial and report to the Senior Judge;
check the readiness and compliance of models of weapons and military
equipment, established by operational requirements before the start of the
competition;
perform other tasks as directed by the Senior Judge.
15. Secretary of the Panel of Judges is subordinated to the Senior Judge of
the Contest (or his Deputy).
He is responsible for recording the results, keeping the minutes and
documentation of the Panel of Judges.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest
keep records of the trials results of the contest and the Contest in a whole;
draw up protocols on the results of competitions and Contest, to sign it by
the members of the Panel of Judges, to approve through the Deputy Senior Judge
by Senior Judge of the Contest and to acquaint the team heads with it
(to transfer copies);
inform the interim and final results to the headquarters of the Games through
the corresponding representative of the Contest;
take protests, as well as any other applications, forward them to the chief
referee of the Contest;
draw up, sign by the Senior Judge of the Contest and to inform the
applicants on replies to the protests (applications), based on the results of the
refereeing commission meetings;
draw up additional protocols to clarify the order of the competition and the
criteria for its evaluation, based on the results of the Panel of Judges meetings;
be at the control and management place during competitions;
perform other tasks as directed by the Senior Judge (Deputy Senior Judge).
16. Interpreter is subordinate to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge) and is responsible for accurate and timely informing of all decisions
of Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge).
He shall:
know the Regulation on the contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
know colloquial and technical English language;
be always near the Senior Judge of the Contest;
timely and accurately inform the team chifs or their interpreters of all
decisions of Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);
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perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
17. Referee on the Route is subordinated to Senior Judge of the Contest
(Deputy Senior Judge) and is responsible for monitoring the correctness of the
participants passing through the entrusted area on the route.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
check the compliance of the elements of the entrusted section of the route
with the requirements of the guidelines and the Regulation on the Contest in so far
as it relates to;
inform all contest participants of the signals of the correct (incorrect)
passage of the route section, as well as the termination of movement;
ensure the maintenance of the entrusted site during the competition in
accordance with the requirements of the guidelines and the Regulation on the
Contest;
in case of violation of safety requirements, immediately stop the vehicle and
report to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);
about all errors, immediately submit the established signals and report by
means of communication;
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
18. Senior Referee at the Shooting Range is subordinated to Senior Judge
of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge) and is responsible for compliance with
security requirements, filing commands and conducting firing.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the contest and the Regulation on the refereeing of
the Contest;
check the readiness and conformity of the equipment of the location of the
trial with the requirements of the guidelines and the Regulation on the Contest;
inform the entire personnel of the units on the ceasefire signals during the
shooting exercises;
in case of violation of security requirements, immediately stop the trial,
submit the established signal by means of communication and report to Senior
Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);

check the readiness and compliance of the weapons against the established
operational requirements before the shooting starts;
ensure the operation of the operator of the target field and the recording of
the results of the shooting;
about all errors immediately report by means of communication and report
to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
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19. Referee at the Shooting Range is subordinate to the Senior Referee at
the Shooting Range and is responsible for compliance with security requirements
at the shooting range, the submission of commands and the conduct of firing.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
check the conformity of the equipment of the trial site with the requirements
of the guidelines and the Regulation on the Contest;
inform the entire personnel of the units on the ceasefire signals during the
shooting exercises;
if the security requirements are violated, immediately stop the trial and
report to the Senior Referee at the Shooting Range;
check the readiness and compliance of the weapon models with the
established operational requirements before commencing the trials;
ensure the operation of the operator of the target field and the recording of
the results of the shooting;
about all errors immediately report to Senior Referee at the Shooting Range;
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Referee at the Shooting Range
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
20. Referee-Expert is subordinated to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge) and is responsible for monitoring the trials that require special
training.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
check the readiness and conformity of the venues for the competitions
(trials) to the requirements of the guidelines and the Regulation on the Contest
insofar as it relates;
inform the entire personnel on specific errors the occur during the conduct of
the competition;
in case of violation of security requirements, immediately stop trials, submit
an established signal and report to the Senior Judge by means of communication;
fix all mistakes and after the competition give the signed forms to the
secretary of the Panel of Judges;
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
21. Field Referee is subordinated to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge) and is responsible for the exact fulfillment by participants of the
contest of security requirements, established order, and trial conditions. All
officials appointed to supervise the conduct of the trial are subordinated to him.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
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check the conformity and readiness of the elements of the trials to be carried
out with the requirements of the guidelines and the Regulation on the Contest;
check the readiness of places for trials;
inform the participants on the signals of the correct (incorrect) performance
of the trial, as well as the termination of the trial;
in case of violation of security requirements, immediately stop the trial and
report by means of communications to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior
Judge);
about all errors immediately report by means of communication to Senior
Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
22. Referee-Anouncer is subordinated to Senior Judge of the Contest
(Deputy Senior Judge) and is responsible for covering the events and results of the
Contest competitions.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
have a clear and trained voice;
develop questionnaires for the personnel of the teams, to compile the
information about them and bring them to the audience during the Contest;
highlight continually events taking place in the venues of the competition;
ensure the presence of a sound technician with sound equipment necessary
for the entire period of the contest, including rehearsals of the opening and closing
ceremonies;
check the soundness of sound equipment right before the start of
the event;
summarize the results of the competition and the contest in a whole,
to talk about prize-winners in a particular competition;
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
23. Referee-Timekeeper is subordinated to Senior Judge of the Contest
(Deputy Senior Judge) and is responsible for the timing of the trials.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
have serviceable, checked up stopwatches (at least three);
keep the timing of the time in trials and competitions, the trials results to be
transmitted immediately by radio;
stop (continue) the timing of the trial or competition at the command of
Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
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24. Referee-Starter is subordinated to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge) and is responsible for the submission of the "start" and "finish"
commands during the trials.
He shall:
know the Regulation on the Contest and the Regulation on the Refereeing of
the Contest;
have a black and white flag in size 50 * 50 for giving commands "start" and
"finish", as well as a whistle (he also may have a starting gun to make start
command);
inform the contest participants on the order of giving commands "start" and
"finish" with the help of a flag (he also may have a starting gun);
when a false start, give a signal to stop the competition, report by means of
communication to Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy Senior Judge);
perform other tasks as directed by Senior Judge of the Contest (Deputy
Senior Judge).
III. Organization of Refereeing
25. The work of the Panel of Judges commences with the determination of
the quorum (at least 70% of the referees) and the approval of the agenda. A
member of the Panel of Judges can give an oral (written) remark or a proposal on a
particular issue on the agenda. To the member of the Panel of Judges who
proposed the inclusion of specific issues on the agenda, should be given the
opportunity to substantiate his position. Decisions on the inclusion of proposals
submitted to the agenda of the commission and the procedure for its work are
adopted by open voting on each proposal by a simple majority of the members of
the Panel of Judges participating in the voting.
In case of equality of votes the decision is made on either priority of decisive
vote of the Senior Judge of the Contest, or the final decision of the Senior Judge of
the Contest when excluding him from the voting of the Panel of Judges.
26. Team Chief may submit proposals for the replacement of a referee
appointed by him if he cannot perform his duties for objective reasons (illness,
injury, etc.). Replacement of the referee is conducted no more than once during the
Contest.
27. Team chief makes an application for the team participation accordint to
the form set by the Regulation on Refereeing of the Games where he specifies
team composition.
28. After consideration of applications for the participation a protocol of
admission to the Contest is drawn up, which is signed by the members of the Panel
of Judges and approved by Senior Judge of the Contest.
29. Team Chief has the right to apply to the Panel of Judges on the disputed
issue. In case of a negative decision, the applicant can apply with the appropriate
application to the Panel of Judges of the Games.
On application of the team chiefs at its meetings the Panel of Judges of the
Contest considers disputable issues considers disputes on the organization and
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progress of the Contest, and also keeps records of the interim results, on the basis
of which the rating of the national teams in the contest is drawn up.
30. All results remain preliminary until the checklists of the referees on the
route and the referees on trials are checked up. The results of the Contest are drawn
up in a protocol of the established form, signed by the Panel of Judges and
approved by the Senior Judge of the Contest. The referee who denied signing a
protocol shall identify the reasons for it at the end of the protocol.
31. In case of disagreement in the resolution of issues, the final decision
shall be taken by voting of the Panel of Judges of the Games that is not subject to
discussion and appeal.
32. When considering disputes related to the use of weapons and vehicles,
group of experts (expert) from the Host Nation may be inviteed. If necessary they
may concudt tests to determine actual value and performance characteristics. If the
Participating State has brought its own weapons and vehicles, Team Chief shall
submit instructions and regulations on weapons and vehicles with indication of all
values and performace characterictics in the Russian and English languages (or
national language in case a contest takes place in the Co-organizer State).
33. The organizer shall make arrangemenst for the persons appointed to the
Panel of Judges and conduct reconnaissance of competitions venues on the
territory of organizer (co-organizer) of contests including one not latter than 3 days
prior to the contest beginning.
IV. Features of Refereeing
34. The Contest that was interrupted for technical, weather or other reasons
shall be continued or finished on the same day. In case it is impossible, Senior
Judge of the Contest shall make decision to reschedule it to the next day with the
previous day results scored up.
During the competitions the weather conditions shall be equal for all teams
(participants). Competition can be temporary suspended upon request of the team
chief and decision of Senior Judge of the Contest.
35. The uniform for the Panel of Judges, as a rule, summer field with
armbands and reflective waistcoats (if necessary) with the symbols of the Games
of the Contest.
36. In the case of the occurrence of preconditions for violation of safety
requirements (force majeure circumstances) capable of influencing the final results
of the contest, the Senior Judge of the Contest shall stop the competition (trial) for
all teams on the route, with the stop of the time for the passage of the route for all
teams, until the creation of safe conditions for the continuation of the contest. After
eliminating the reasons for the stop of the competition (trial) at the command of the
Senior Judge of the Contest the countdown resumes.
The team (participant) of the Contest who conducted a rough violation of
security requirements which could be a reason for injury is removed from the
competition by the decision of the Senior Judge of the Contest.
37. All participants of the Contest shall undergo a medical examination
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before the start of each day of the competition. Participants who fail to undergone
medical examination are not allowed to participate in the competition.
38. The order of the performance of teams and participants of the Contest is
determined by the drawing.
The drawing is held as a ceremony before the start of the Contest by the
Panel of Judges of the Contest in the presence of team chiefs and media
representatives.
The personnel is either in formation or in the classroom.
The opaque bag (container) is located on the table in front of the formation
(in the classroom). The contens of the bag (container) is presented to all drawing
participants.
The captain of each team draws a token from the opaque bag (container)
indicating the order of race or the order of the performance of his team. The order
of rac and performance of the team is determined by the chief (captain) of the team
and presented to the Secretary of the Contest during the drawing.
The results of the drawing shall be drawn up by protocols, signed by the
Panel of Judges of the Contest, approved by the Senior Judge of the Contest and
sent to the Senior Judge of the Games through the representative of the Contest at
the headquarters of the Games.
The whole personnel shall be informed on the drawing results upon their
approval.
After the drawing chief (captain) of each team shall take the floor. Then all
teams are invited to participate in the friendly battle of opinions after which each
team shall present its name and motto it is going to follow during the Contest.
Team may use stage property for such performance.
Battle of opinions, team name and motto are an integral (obligatory) part of
the drawing ceremony.
It is possible to say mottos at the opening and closing ceremonies during the
team introduction.
General photo shall be made after the drawing ceremony.
39. In the course of preparation for the competition, inspection of the venue
of the competitions (trials), in the case of disagreements regarding the
organization, the order of the Contest and refereeing, it is possible to specify the
order of organization, holding the contest and refereeing. The decision is made out
by the protocol and signed by the members of the Panel of Judges, the chiefs
(captains) of the teams and approved by the Senior Judge of the Contest. The
protocol is drawn up in several copies by the number of participating teams.
40. The Panel of Judges shall, before the start of the competition (trial),
explain and show the boundaries of the competitions (trials) that are forbidden to
cross by the participants of the teams, with the exception of next participants,
representatives of the media, spectators and support personnel.
V. Final Results Protocols
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41. After the end of the Contest before the final meeting, the Senior Judge of
the Contest, together with the Deputy Senior Judge and the Secretary of the Panel
of Judges, compile the report, which reflects the following sections: general data
(name of the contest, terms, place and conditions of holding it); information on the
participants of the contest (names of participating teams and their number, age);
results of competitions; protests and decisions on them; discipline of participants
(violations of military discipline, the schedule of competitions, the legislation of
the host country); the state of the material base and the quality of medical care;
compliance with safety requirements; evaluation of the work of the Panel of
Judges, representatives of the teams; general conclusion with indication of
disadvantages in the organization and holding of the contest and proposals for the
implementation of measures aimed at improving the conditions in preparation for
the next contest. Final results’ protocols are prepared and signed in the Russian and
English languages (in the national language on the territory of the Co-organizer
State) and immediately announced (published). They can be reflected on a
specially equipped display in the form of a running line.
42. On the eve of the closing ceremony the Panel of Judges shall hold a final
meeting together with team chiefs and Organization Committee members. During
the meeting they shall sum up the results of the Contest. The meeting agenda
includes: adoption of rating lists on the basis of final protocols oc the Contests;
assessment of performance of Panel of Judges, team chiefs, support personnel and
other persons involved into the organization and conduct of the Contest
(advantages and disadvantages); assessment of readiness and self-discipline of the
teams and their behavior during the Contest (if necessary).
VI. Procedure for Submitting Protests of Proposals (Applications)
43. The protest for the results of competitions of the Contest (decisions) of
the Panel of Judges shall be submitted by the chief (captain) of the contest team in
writing in the Russian and English languages (in the national language in the Coorganizer State), no later than one hour after the end of the competition, before
approval of conforming results of the competition (trial) of the Contest. In any case
the chief (captain) of the team shall in advance personnaly inform the Secretary of
the Panle of Judges on his intention to submit a protest.
The protest is written for the name of the Senior Judge of the Contest and
submitted to the Secretary of the Panel of Judges of the Contest.
The protest in an arbitrary form indicates the content of the disputed issue,
the time and place of the disputed results of the competition, the actions (decisions)
that require consideration by the Panel of Judges of the Contest, with the
application of photo and video materials fixing the disputed results.
When deciding on a protest, the Panel of Judges in the presence of the chiefs
(captains) of the teams shall listen to the explanations of the person who submitted
the protest and the person against whom the protest was submitted. In case of nonappearance of interested parties, the decision can be taken in absentia.
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Resolutions on protests are taken by open vote by a majority of votes of the
members of the Panel of Judges of the contest who are present at the meeting.
Resolutions on protests are taken by open vote by a majority of votes of the
members of the Panel of Judges of the Contest who are present at the meeting.
If the number of votes is equal, that half has the advantage where the cSenior
Judge of the Contest is.
A decision made by the Panel of Judges of the contest, by which the
applicant is not satisfied, may be lodged with a similar protest to the Panel of
Judges of the Games.
44. On the issues related to the organization of the contest, an oral or written
statement may be made to the representative of the Contest Organizer (Coorganizer) through the head of the Contest Secretariat.
The statement is made by the chief (captain) of the team orally during the
Contest, no later than 1 hour after the event that caused the dissatisfaction.
If an oral statement cannot be resolved on the spot and require further
analysis, the team chief (captain) must state his request in a justified written protest
in an arbitrary form.
45. The Panel of Judges shall review the protests, influencing the results of
the competition for the day of the Contest, on the same day, but not later than the
approval of the protocol of the contest competition held.
The decision of the Panel of Judges is considered to be accepted, if there is a
quorum and at least 70% of the commission members participate in the work, it
must be formalized by the protocol and notified to the applicant.
Referees have the right to announce only the collegial decision of the Panel
of Judges, formalized by the protocol. After the decision is made, the Senior Judge
of the Contest cannot express his point of view on the disputable issues.
Taken decision is final and binding for all participants of the Contest,
excluding cases of submission to the Panel of Judges of the Games.
VII. Bonuses and penalties
46. Bonuses.
For active and perfect performance of judges they may receive the folllwing
bonuses:
awarding of diplomas, certificates and valuable gifts determined by the
Contest Organizer;
recommendations to ministerial rewards and merits, including material
rewards.
47. Penalties.
For the violation of the Contets rules and unsporting behavior the referee has
right to punish any team meamber in from of withdrawal of one point from the
team result of one competition in the day when incident happened.
Unsporting behavior includes: disregard of referee commands; irreverence
against a referee; touching of referee; usage of obscene words and insulting
gestures; making hindrances to assessment of team actions; delay of the Contest
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(competition).
48. Team whose representative interferres into the work of referees,
demonstrates dissatisfaction with refereeng or behaves unethically (that is
connected to violation of the active legislation of the state where the Contest is
conducted) may receive admonition, warning or disqualification.
Per one competition a team may get one admonition and two warnings. After
the third warning the team is disqualified.
In especially serious cases of rule violation the Panel of Judges of the
Contest may disqualify the breacher (team) (for the gross violation of security
requirements that caused injury).
Only the Senior Judge of the Contest has right to disqualify or withdraw a
team from the Contest after the open voting of the Panel of Judges and drawing up
of the protocol.
49. For nonperformance or non appropriate performance of refereeing and
other violations referees may get the following penalties:
warning;
deprovation from refereeing;
disqualification with the set time of disqualification.
50. Decisions on imposion of penalties on referres are made by the Panel of
Judges collectively by means of open voting and by majority of votes with drawing
up of the protocols.

